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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON’s DESK 

     The manifold images, sounds and voices that storm our living rooms 
often shock the senses, force us to stare at realities that prick the 
social conscience. Through all these Cultural Academy for Peace 
attempts to capture the hope-laden efforts of committed individuals, 
Voluntary Organizations and the zeal of the local and State level Bodies, 
to transform this scenario. 

    Since its inception, Cultural Academy has continued to focus on 
the weaker sections of the society with special concern for women 
empowerment, their safety and protection, elimination of violence 
against women and children and promoting a peaceful society through 
nonviolent strategies. The current waves of violence, abuse, 
disrespect, callousness, that hit our shores are rather scary, specially 
when the situation of women in India is analyzed. 

    The success stories of the emerging Indian women conquering male bastions, acquiring more 
knowledge and power in a few States exhilarate .However the various Media expose the distressing 
tales of women who often become victims of sexual assault, harassment, abuse of all sorts, physical, 
psychological, verbal, visual, etc. She is neither safe at work place, in public places, in public 
transport or even at home. 

    The recent incidents in Kerala and in other parts of India clearly evidence that women’s safety 
and security are at stake. Against the backdrop of such events Cultural Academy stepped up 
efforts to redress these issues. The Seminar on “Care and Protection of Girl Child and State 
Consultation on Women’s Security and Rehabilitation” were organized with this end in view. 

   The Law and order Mechanisms, the Judiciary, the Women’s Rights Organizations, etc exist to 
assist and ensure justice and safety for women. But all these cannot be really effective unless our 
very social system undergoes a transformation. 

    We belong to the largest democracy and uphold the democratic system of governance. But is 
democracy practiced at any level of decision making in our families? The decision making power is 
vested with male members now. A gender just society is possible only when the transformation 
takes place within the families. Family is primarily responsible to mould such a society. The school, 
the college, the media, religion etc have a pivotal role to play in this regard. We have to develop a 
holistic approach to ensure eradication of gender discrimination. 

    Changes cannot happen overnight. Perhaps the very term “patriarchy” has to be redefined. 
That Women and men are equal partners should be instilled in boys and girls at home, as part of 
their upbringing. It has to start in the family. Our Education system has to change and incorporate 
such awareness building on gender sensitization. 

   It is also imperative that religion, culture and society tune into the same wavelength to achieve 
Gender equality through their varied efforts and determination. To nurture and sustain this new 
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mind set there should be a shift in their perception of women’s roles and rights. The male dominated 
political system too has to rethink and re-evaluate their approach and vision in order to be more 
supportive and women-friendly. 

    The growing numbers of Voluntary Organizations call for vigilance, hence the need arises for a 
State level policy on Voluntary organizations. It is high time for the Kerala Government to draft 
such a policy which furnishes the right perspective and an action-oriented framework, taking into 
consideration the draft created by the Central Government. It is commendable that Indian Council 
of Social Welfare-Kerala has taken the initiative to formulate such a draft policy and submit it to the 
State government. 

     Our experience in information sharing and consultation with local communities have 
strengthened the belief that with more cooperation from the Government, it is possible to explore 
more avenues of action to better the prospects of the women and children in distress. The 
success stories of our community projects in Vypeen point out that through the State Government, 
if the Central Government schemes are made available, subsequently the support of the 
International Community could be sought. 

    The truth, that there exists political and socio-cultural constraints that block the path to success, 
cannot be ignored. However faith in the collective efforts, collaboration and building solidarity with 
different players and actors could work wonders. 

   Let me place on record our appreciation and gratitude to all our partners, Board members 
and network organizations for their constant support. I would like to add special thanks to our Staff 
and Cultural Academy members for their collective dedication and contribution that keeps this 
organization on a vibrant mode. 

To reach the yet unreached realms, is the driving force that leads us on. 

Beena Sebastian 
Chairperson 
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Annual Report 2011-2012 

    The Journey continues with new synergies 
and vitality gained in meeting challenges that 
the Cultural Academy encounters as it forges 
ahead to strive for the empowerment and 
fundamental rights of women and children. Since 
1984 it has been spurred by the same vision to 
move towards building peace, based on active 
nonviolence, gender equality, inclusiveness and 
respect for Life. To counter the escalating culture 
of violence it seeks to cultivate the growing 
desire for a culture of Peace. 

    Ever focused and determined, Cultural 
Academy has created numerous strategies for 
eradicating Violence, Crimes and Injustice 
against women through coordinating and 
networking among men and women involved in 
these causes. This organization, in keeping with 
its mission, operates on local, national, and 
international levels, by enhancing awareness 
and knowledge through different individuals, 
communities and voluntary organizations. The 
successful implementation of the ‘Cultural 

Academy’s nonviolent model of development’ 
has brought in new light as more individuals and 
groups turned out to be catalysts of nonviolent 
social changes. 

    Cultural Academy’s varied and diverse 
activities recorded here legitimately tally with its 
objectives: 

1. Providing prompt services to women in 
   need 

2. Countering violence against women 

3. Facilitating sustainability through Village 
   Integrated Development Programme 

4. Promoting Inter-faith dialogue 

5. Engendering Active Non-Violence through 
   Peace Club initiatives 

6. Creating awareness through training 
   programmes 

7. New initiatives 

Mr. Ajith Kumar IPS. City Police Commissioner addressing the gathering 
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PROVIDING PROMPT SERVICES TO WOMEN IN NEED 

SAKHI-WOMEN’S CENTRE 

   SAKHI is a friend who supports, a mother who 
nurtures and a sister who consoles every  distressed     
woman and child who comes to her 

Emergency Drop-in Centre and Legal Aid Cell 

    SAKHI is a haven for women and children, 
who seek release from suffocating oppression, 
physical or mental abuse, or any kind of violence. 
They can easily approach SAKHI for support and 
the survivors may even look for rehabilitation or 
repatriation since they come from different parts 
of the country. The target groups are victims of 
trafficking, domestic violence, sexual abuse, 
victims of suicidal attempts, helpless women 
whose husbands are prisoners etc. Support is 
provided through counseling, police protection, 
legal as well as medical aid, occupational 
therapy, trauma healing, skill training and other 
social support systems. Sakhi also offers a short 
stay facility through Shanti Bhavan. 

New Cases dealt with from April 2011-March 
2012 

New cases 

Follow Up Sessions 

Total 

247 

264 

511 

Extended services 

    The UPAD (Urban Pover ty Alleviation 
Department., Corporation of Cochin) and Police 
Women Cell have launched a separate section 
for Counseling and the counselors of SAKHI are 
engaged in counseling at these centers. The 
Counselors extend their services to the Police 
Women Cell twice a week and every Wednesday 
at UPAD. Moreover certain cases are referred 
to SAKHI, from Police stations, Family Courts, 
the Chief Judicial Magistrate Court, Panchayats, 
the Human Rights Law Network, Legal Aid Cells, 
Protection Officers, elected representatives, 
hospitals and other voluntary organizations. 

Family Counselling and Reconciliation 
Centre 

   Recognizing the commendable services 
rendered to the public, the Kerala State Social 
Welfare Board appointed Cultural Academy for 
Peace to function as a Service Provider under 
the ‘Protection of Women from Domestic Violence 
Act 2005’ . The professional staff, legal 
counselors, visiting psychiatrists and 
psychologists are available to attend to 
individuals and families with psychological and 
family problems in interpersonal relationships. 

Telephonic counseling service 

   For the past several years Sakhi has 
rendered telephonic Counseling to those in 
need. Our staff is at their service on +91 484 
2385188 from 10 am -5pm. 

Shanthi Bhavan 

   Shanthi Bhavan, continues to function for the 
immediate rehabilitation of those women who 
are in hapless and critical situations. This centre 
assures a safe and secure stay for such women 
and children and is constantly prepared to 
provide any type of support within its reach to 
these women. 
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    It is a joint venture of the Corporation of 
Cochin and Cultural Academy for Peace also 
supported by Save A Family Plan (SAFP). 
Shanthi Bhavan has the capacity to provide 
shelter to 45 women at a time and is equipped 
with trained staff and volunteers who assist in 
providing solace and comfort to the stranded 
and aggrieved women and children. Various 
programmes are organized to empower and 
develop the skills of the women sheltered at the 
centre. 

Bhavan follows a holistic approach. Sincere 
efforts are made to address the oppressors so 
that they understand themselves and the 
situations better, thereby allowing a positive 
transformation. 

Details of Services provided at Shanthi Bhavan 
during the reporting year 

New Admissions 

Medical assistance 

Psychiatric Aid 

Provided Shelter 

131 

540 

90 

667 

EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMMES 

Training to create awareness 

   In order to capacitate the residents, classes 
are organized every month which include health 
and hygiene, personal care, legal literacy, social 
skills, personality development, yoga, gender 
sensitization etc. So far we have provided 
awareness classes to the women survivors at 
Shanthi Bhavan and women in rural and 
suburban areas. 

Group dynamics 

    The residents are given activities like group 
discussions, group games, skits and role-plays 
which enable them to achieve self-reliance and 
social esteem. Cultural events are also arranged 
in order to refresh them. Further, the residents 
are provided with Non Formal Education based 
on the need assessment, which includes 
sharpening reading and writing skills, arithmetic 
skills, family budgeting, Life skill education etc. 
These programmes help them to escape from 
further victimization. 

Spiritual empowerment 

   All the residents are given freedom to follow 
their own religion and worship patterns. Daily 
prayers are conducted including attending the 
Sunday mass at the church and prayer at the 
Mosque/Temple. Classes are also given on Yoga 
and Meditation. 

Follow Up Services 

   We conduct follow up services for special 
cases by expressing keen interest in meeting 
their family members occasionally. Shanthi 

    We have been able to rehabilitate 
successfully 80% of the cases either through 
family reconciliation or vocational rehabilitation. 
It was possible to heal strained relationships in 
broken families leading to reconciliation. Follow- 
up activities are undertaken after providing 
counseling. 

Training Programmes for the residents: 

Tailoring Unit 

    Vocational training is provided at the centre 
to help the residents earn a living. They are not 
only taught how to make them but also provided 
with opportunities to present their products in 
stalls, during festivals and exhibitions. Training 
is provided for food cover making, tailoring and 
embroidery, paper bag making and greeting 
card making (with dry flowers) etc. Moreover 
classes are held to make them computer literate. 
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Weekly In - house meetings 

   Every week in-house meetings are 
conducted under the supervision of the House 
Manager to discuss the programmes and 
activities carried out. Members are given a 
chance to express their viewpoints and 
suggestions. 

Advisory Board Meeting 

   The Advisory Board of the centre conducts 
meetings to discuss issues related to the inmates, 
their needs and wants. This year 3 meetings were 
conducted to discuss new projects and policies 
for the welfare of women and children at the 
centre. The Advisory Board members are legal 
experts, doctors, sociologists, social activists and 
elected representatives etc. 

PROMOTING THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

State Consultation on Dowry Prohibition Act 

The resource persons addressing the gathering 

   Cultural Academy for Peace in association 
with Human Rights Law Network (HRLN) of 
Kerala organized a State level consultation on 
“Dowry and its correlation with Domestic 
Violence” on 14th May 2011. 

   Advocate Sandhya, Director of HRLN, Kerala 
in her introductory speech said that Dowry has 
become one of the main reasons for domestic 
violence and that it has an indivisible 
relationship with women’s property rights. ‘The 
Correlation between Domestic Violence and 
Dowry’ was dealt by Ms. Beena Sebastian, Chair 
Person, Cultural Academy for Peace. Advocate 
Lekha Suresh, Advocate Dhanalakshmi and Ms. 
Asha Rachel Joy, a student from NUJS, Kolkata 
discussed the civil and criminal perspective on 
Dowry cases. The consultation was concluded 
with an open discussion by Advocate Preetha 
K. K. and Advocate D. B. Binu, who is also an 

activist in connection with the RTI. At the end of 
the consultation the following recommendations 
were decided and were later handed over to 
the authorities. The recommendations included 
that the Dowry Prohibition Act must be people 
centric and the need for speedy trials and 
special cour ts to deal with dowry related 
cases. 

State Level Consultation on Women’s 
Security and Rehabilitation 

   From the celebration of womanhood to 
deliberations of issues related to victims of 
violence and abuse was indeed a remarkable 
journey undertaken by Cultural Academy for 
Peace and Indian Council of Social Welfare 
(ICSW), Kerala. They conducted a workshop 
on “Victims disappear and Culprits escape” at 
Ashir Bhavan Kochi on March 6th 2012. 
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The Distinguished Speakers The Attentive Audience 

   Many eminent personalities addressed 
various facets of the issue at hand. Ms. Beena 
Sebastian, Chair person of The Cultural 
Academy for Peace stressed the urgent 
necessity of awakening the conscience and 
generating awareness among members of 
society to stop violence against women and 
celebrate womanhood. Mrs. N. Leelamani, 
Honorable Judge of the Family Court cited the 
high number of divorce cases filed in recent times. 

    Many speakers present criticized the 
discrepancies within the legal system which 
prevent the proper deliverance of justice in favor 
of the victims. It was an important and debatable 
issue to be raised and many present reflected 
upon its various aspects. Notably, Mrs. Girija 
Surendran, Chairperson of the Kerala State 
Social Welfare Board pointed out the problems 
faced by women when there is a lack of evidence 
to present before the cour t, which is a 
requirement that is necessary in order to prove 
themselves to be victims. 

    Others, such as Mr. Shenoy, the national 
President of the ICSW, Dr. Mary Venus, Southern 
Regional Vice President, ICSW, Ms. Lida Jacob 
IAS Gender Advisor, Nirbhaya project, Adv. 
Sandya Raju, Director of the Human Rights Law 
Network, Cochin and Ms. Radhamani, Secretary 
of the Working Women’s Association brought up 
notable points regarding the same matter. Ms. 
Leela Menon powerfully condemned the culture 
of exploiting women, while Dr. Neena Joseph, 
Professor at IMG observed the importance of 

private and public co-operation and participation 
in countering violence against women. 

   It was decided to appeal to the Government 
to set up a Board, including members of the 
Gover nment as well as from Voluntar y 
Organizations, to control the activities of all the 
Shelter homes in the State. The residents of 
Shelter Homes require identity cards in view of 
their difficult circumstances. They also need 
special consideration from the education 
department to obtain Transfer Certificates for 
their children. 

    To overcome such hurdles the Government 
has to draft a new policy. Urgent steps to be 
taken by the Government include to ensure that 
the annual funds earmarked for Shelter Homes 
reach them on time. The lack of coordination 
between the Centre and the State Government 
was brought out. Hence it is beneficial to appoint 
a Liaison Officer to follow up the Project plan 
submitted to the central Government or Social 
Welfare Department. In order to avoid inordinate 
delay ‘Fast track’ courts have to be set up. The 
recommendations formulated were forwarded 
to the State authorities. 

Outreach Activities 

   Many Institutions like the General Hospital 
Ernakulam, the Police Women Cell, Churches, 
schools etc were visited to provide information 
about the rights of women and children and 
SAKHI’s activities. Relevant brochures and 
leaflets were circulated at all the public places 
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such as the Railway station, Bus stands, slums, 
Local Administration offices, Local Bodies, other 
NGO’s and police stations, so that they can refer 
cases to SAKHI if the need arises. 

   To develop assertiveness and enhance self 
confidence in women and to prevent further 
victimization several workshops, seminars, 
awareness classes, skits etc were organized. 

Details of outreach programmes organized by the SAKHI WOMEN’S CENTRE 
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COUNTERING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

   This year Cultural Academy united a wide 
range of enthusiasts from government agencies, 
civil society and renowned colleges and schools 
of social work in order to address the crimes 
against women. Some of the major events are 
given below. 

Seminar on –‘Gender-based violence and 
measures to overcome it’ 

   This seminar was held on 6 th September 
2011. The keynote address was given by 
Honorable Justice D. Sreedevi, Chairperson of 
Kerala Women’s Commission on the topic 
“Gender based violence and measures to 
overcome it”. Justice Sreedevi cited cases she 
had to handle and stressed the need to 
understand the attitude of daughters, to be 
vigilant, and to make them aware of their rights 
and responsibilities. She also pointed out that 
Girls should be married only after they take up 
a job as she has witnessed the tragic situation 
of women deserted by husbands who have no 
means to live. Mrs. Beena Sebastian, 
Chairperson of Cultural Academy for Peace, Mr. 
Rangadasa Prabhu, President of Ernakulam 
Residents Association, board members Mrs. 
Rosie Martin, Mrs. Moureen Cherian were also 
in attendance along with Staff, volunteers and 
representatives from various organizations, 
notable social activists and dignitaries. The same 

Justice Sreedevi, Kerala State Women’s Commission 
        Chairperson addressing the audience 
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day the Annual Day cum Onam celebrations 
were held in the usual traditional way. 

16 Days of Activism against Gender Violence 
Campaign November 25th to December 10th, 
2011 

   Cultural Academy for Peace is on the move 
organizing programs as part of the 16 days of 

Activism against Gender Violence. This is a global 
campaign initiated by the Center for Women’s 
Global Leadership (CWGL) which took place 
from November 25th to December 10th, 2011. 
Cultural Academy organized several programs 
to campaign against Gender Violence and 
encouraged men and women from various walks 
of life to take a pledge against Gender Violence. 

Women taking pledge against Gender Violence 

Awareness generation camp for Rural and 
Poor Women organized in association with 
the Social Welfare Board 

 A TEN day Awareness Generation Camp for 
women in Rural Areas and Poor Women in 
Chittoor Ferry and Cheranalloor (Cheranelloor 
Gramapanchayath) on topics like Gender 

Violence, Human Trafficking, Welfare schemes 
for women, Health and Hygiene and Laws and 
Policies concerning women. 

  The target groups were women from the rural 
areas mainly confined to their homes ignorant 
of their privileges and rights. 

Ms. Beena Sebastian and Ms. Vrinda Dass interact with the rural women 
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   During the camps, the organizer introduced 
various income generation programmes which 
the participants could take up. Twenty women 
showed interest to form a group. Ms. Bindu, 
representative of Cheranelloor Catering unit, 
explained the steps to start a catering unit from 
the loan available. She briefed them on various 
schemes from the government to start income 
generation programmes like the schemes from 
women’s development cor poration, social 
welfare department, etc. They were eager to 
start a catering unit and decided to meet once 
in a month. 

One Day Workshop on Masculinity and 
Femininity 

Workshop on Masculinity and Femininity 

    The Institute for Training in Nonviolent Conflict 
Resolution, Gender and Peace Building –an initiative 
of Cultural Academy for Peace, as part of 16 days 
of Activism against Gender Violence held a seminar 
cum workshop on “Masculinity and Femininity” on 
26th of November 2011. Mr. Elmar Langner an 
International Trainer and Mediation Specialist from 
Germany handled the whole session. Students, 
NGO’s and young social activists benefited. 

FACILITATING SUSTAINABLILITY 
THROUGH VILLAGE INTEGRATED 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Mr. Philip speaks about the welfare scheme 

    In the second camp Mr. Philip, Officer, 
Labour Welfare Board, introduced various 
“welfare schemes available for the women” 
like the tailors’ welfare scheme and welfare 
schemes for the women in skilled work like 
pickle making, ornament making etc. He also 
explained the advantages for those who are 
members of the Labour Welfare Board, such 
as scholarship for their children, assistance for 
higher education, eligibility to receive pension 
etc. When the camp concluded, 10 women 
expressed their wish to start a catering unit, and 
4 women were eager to commerce a tailoring 
unit. 

    The Village Integrated Development Programme 
is a 5 year community development programme 
funded by Save A Family Plan and Canadian 
International Developmental Agency – CIDA. Cultural 
Academy for Peace selected 20 poorest villages 
from Elankummapuzha Gramapanchayath in Vypeen 
as their project area. 

    SPED III is a programme entirely different from 
what is currently observed in the field of 
development. It is centred on moulding Village 
Action Teams (VAT) who will be engaged in 
sustainable developmental activities within the 
village by accessing the resources and schemes of 
governments available for them. 

    Within the one year initial stage, the project Team 
from Cultural Academy created a process, leading 
to a critical consciousness of issues and problems 
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within communities, which developed the capacity 
of the people and organizations within that 
community, to plan strategies, to address them and 
effectively make use of available local resources 

Village Action Team (VAT) Formation 

and services. The local community developed local 
capacities for initiating a core process approach and 
specific participatory micro-planning processes, 
pertaining to each village. 

Community members participating in Village Action Team (VAT) 

   The Village Action Teams are the Grass roots 
level committees in which identification of issues 
and micro planning are conducted. They also 
act as pressure groups to tap the government 
services in their village. 

   The participants of the Village Action Team 
formation meeting were the members of youth 
clubs, Anganwadi (Kindergarten) workers, 
Kudumbasree representatives, ASHA (health) 
workers, Rtd. Govt. Staff, Rtd. Govt. teachers, 
Social Workers of each village. The president of 
the committee is the elected ward member. The 
selection of the VAT committee was done after 
a detailed explanation regarding Village 
Integrated Development Programme, the role 
of VAT members in the community development 
process and Cultural Academy for Peace. The 
VAT members are selected democratically from 
among the participants. 

Training Programme on Participatory Rural 
Appraisal (PRA) 

   As part of generating awareness, sensitivity 
and consciousness on various issues and 
problems and to make community level issue- 

based micro-planning, two days training 
programme on Participatory Rural Appraisal 
was held for the VAT committee members on 6th 
and 7th July 2011 at the Gramapanchayath Hall 
Elamkunnapuzha. The participants were trained 
in various tools like Social Mapping, Resource 
Mapping, Venn diagram, Seasonality calendar 
of employment and diseases, Inflow and Outflow 
charts etc. They were exposed to various 
analytical tools like the problem tree, the stake 
holder etc. and also acquired the knowledge of 
the problem ranking method. 

Village Level PRA 

   To prepare a systematic and site specific plan 
of action to identify the issues and to mobilize 
the human and natural resources, Participatory 
Rural Appraisal was conducted in the project 
area. Before the PRA, the VAT Committee 
meeting was held in the respective villages to 
communicate the purpose of the PRA, to fix the 
date and venue and roles and responsibilities 
of each committee member. The coordinator 
also distributed the training notes and index of 
the PRA and mapping to the members who are 
responsible to facilitate the whole process. 
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   The VAT committee members of each village 
organized the whole process of PRA 
Programme. After displaying all the tools of PRA, 
the coordinator conducted issue ranking for 
prioritizing the problems of the community. The 
major problems raised by the people are open 
toilet pits, water logging, waste disposal, 
alcoholism and drug abuse, and seasonal 
unemployment. 

Community Empowerment Programme for 
Children 

  A three day summer camp named 
‘Community Empowerment Programme for 

Children’ was organized from May 10th to 12th 
2011 at Gramapanchayath auditorium in 
Vypeen. Around 100 children participated in the 
camp. The purpose of the summer camp was to 
build rapport among the community people, find 
out leaders and give an opportunity for the 
children to explore their potentials and areas to 
improve. There were classes taken on Child 
Rights, health and hygiene, Family and Moral 
values and environment protection. Some 
games were organized to bring out the inborn 
talents of the children like role play, skit, drawing 
competition, cultural competitions etc. Prizes 
were distributed to the winners. 

Enthusiastic children ready to respond 

Village Level Planning 

   After the Village Level PRA, VAT committee 
meetings were announced in 20 villages along 
with the active participants of the PRA. During 
the analysis, the issues of improper waste 
management systems in 19 villages and the 
lack of proper education reflected in the rural 
youth in one community were revealed. In the 
open discussion, they drew up plans regarding 
various strategies to tackle these issues. This 
helped to chalk out many activities under the 
improper waste disposal methods. They found 
out information about the public lands of the area 
to implement a waste treatment plant. They 
collected the information such as the survey 

number and other details of the land and 
submitted it to the village office and Panchayath. 
They also participated in the meeting with 
experts in the field of waste management to 
finalize the activities. After that they decided to 
conduct a meeting with the PRAs and the 
concerned government departments to channel 
the government funds to carry out this 
programme. 

A Memorable Celebration 

   It is always children’s excitement, enthusiasm 
and joy that enhance the spirit of celebration 
especially when they gather together to 
celebrate Christmas and New Year. Gladness 
and curiosity dominated as the Peace Club 
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members of Cultural Academy for Peace 
assembled to greet the children from the less 
for tunate families at Anawin Convent in 
Puthuvype on 29th of December 2011. 

    The children from the rural background 
seemed rather hesitant to meet their peers from 
the urban area, Ernakulam city. But soon the 
imaginary barriers of social status, life-style, even 
language were broken. They conversed easily, 
exchanged ideas since the Peace Club members 
took the lead to conduct games, taught them 
the basics of collage and let them actively 
participate. They realized the potential and 
inborn talents of the rural children and the fact 
that these children lacked opportunities which 
could have show cased their real caliber. The 
children from Puthuvype also learnt that the city- 

bred children are down to earth, frank and full if 
good will. The message of love and sharing 
which Christmas brings also touched them as 
they received gifts from the Club members. Both 
the groups discovered each other’s worth and 
the beauty of friendship. 

    The Ward Member, Mr. Benny Bernard who 
inaugurated the programme praised the children 
and the organizers. To him it was a new concept 
and he wished to spread this message to other 
schools in the area. They believe that it exposes 
the significance of a cultural exchange and 
cultural integration, which is indeed a learning 
experience for children and they could practice 
in their day to day life. All the children expressed 
their desire to participate in such programmes 
more often. 

“See! It is done” Busy discussing… 

PROMOTING INTERFAITH DIALOGUE 

    Inter-faith discussions have always been a 
core part of the organization’s activities towards 
building harmony, inclusiveness and eradication 
of religious fundamentalism. Recent events in 
different parts of the country have revealed to 
the public the alarming upsurge of religious 
fundamentalism, intolerance and communal 
conflicts. The Inter-Faith Studies meetings which 

are held throughout the year by the Cultural 
Academy for Peace have been instrumental in 
networking with other communities effectively, 
and thus enhancing the society’s knowledge as 
well as understanding of different religious 
beliefs. It was to promote an atmosphere of 
religious tolerance and peace that the Inter-Faith 
Studies group was launched by the Academy. 
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Rev. Deanna Brown and Mr. S. Shivadas interacting with the participants 

The following is a table reflecting the meetings held. 

ENGENDERING ACTIVE NON - 
VIOLENCE THROUGH PEACE 
CLUB INITIATIVES 

  Cultural Academy upholds the conviction that 
Children are the hope of the future. They can 
easily be moulded to become ambassadors of 
Peace, if they are well motivated and guided. 
They are open to change and their energies 
channeled properly could work wonders to 

promote the culture of nonviolence and peace 
among the Youth. Cultural Academy encourages 
the Peace Club members to foster peace and 
goodwill. 

   Thus a workshop on “Active Nonviolence and 
Transformation” along with the launch of Peace 
Club activities was organized by Cultural 
Academy at Toc h School on July 2nd 2011. 
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Workshop on Active Nonviolence and Transformation and launch of Peace Club 
                             Activities - 2011 

Glimpses of the interactive session and group activities 

   The presence of many participants and 
teachers was stimulating. The schools they 
represented were Bhavans Vidyamandir, Christu 
Jayanthi, S.B.O.A., St. Teresa’s, St. Albert’s, and 
TOC H. The Chairperson Ms. Beena Sebastian 
(Chairperson of Cultural Academy for Peace), 
Ms. Ancy D’souza (Peace Club Coordinator) and 

Ms. Reshma Simon (HNLU) were present along 
with the esteemed Guests Mr. P.J Joseph 
(President, Toc H Public School), and Mr. N.M. 
George (Principal, Toc H Public School). This 
workshop gave them a better understanding of 
the concept of Active Nonviolence and Child 
Rights. 

The 6th Asia Girl Child Peace Camp in Nepal 

Active participation in progress -Ms. Elizabeth Ipe and Ms. Anjali Nair 

   The 6th Asia Girl Child Peace camp was from 
October 18th to 22nd organized by Bikalpa 
Gyan Tatha Vikas Kendra in Nepal. From India 
Ms. Elizabeth Ipe and Ms. Anjali Nair 
represented Cultural Academy for Peace at the 

Peace Camp. This camp was for “Girls Only” to 
come together and share on peace and non- 
violence and become a collective force to work 
towards Peace. The representatives from the 
other Asian countries were from Pakistan, Sri 
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Lanka, Thailand, Bhutan, Myanmar and Nepal. 
This camp helped to nurture and strengthen the 
Culture of Non-violence and Peace and assisted 
each girl to discover by herself that the practice 
of non-violence is possible in life and the value 
of skills of mediation. They learned to share and 
exchange the wealth of each one’s culture and 
to offer hope by beginning to create, build & 
strengthen the noble culture of Peace and Non- 
violence. 

    Cultural Academy joined hands with Tibetans 
in organizing the one-day fast and peaceful 
protest staged near Kerala High Court on 8th Feb 
2012. It was to voice their protest against the 
brutal killing of Tibetan families, the self- 
immolation and the deprivation of freedom and 
justice. Ms. Beena Sebastian and Ms. Rosie 
Martin with other members reached the spot to 
express personally their solidarity with Tibetans 
on fast. Ms. Beena Sebastian addressed them, 
adding that their concerns are also conveyed 
to the International Fellowship of Reconciliation 
(IFOR) to which Cultural Academy is affiliated, 
which also has representation at U.N. The 
impact of such world- wide Vigils and silent 
protests on 8 th February 2012, observed 
wherever Tibetans reside in the world will 
certainly have a positive effect on the voices 
raised for the Tibetan cause in the World forums. 

INDO TIBETAN FORUM 

   Cultural Academy has always befriended the 
Tibetans in exile in Kerala and has shared their 
woes and aspirations since 1993. Our Indo- 
Tibetan Forum has made efforts to create an 
awareness of the problems Tibetan immigrants 
face and to provide a platform to share their 
issues with others. 

Our Tibetan friends Expressing our solidarity 

    She expressed her appreciation and constant 
support to their nonviolent approach in tune with 
the ideals of Mahatma Gandhi. Having met His 
Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama last year, she 
reiterated that His Holiness too is optimistic and 
upholds ‘the power of Truth’. Her message is 
“never give up hope.” Ms Rosie Martin spoke 
assuring support and appreciated their peaceful 
presence in Kerala sharing the life of the Indian 
community. She too exhorted them to continue 
to hope and to believe that darkness cannot 
linger, there is always light at the end of the 
tunnel. Joining hands with them Cultural 

Academy members expressed full support and 
they dispersed after a prayer for Peace and they 
called out “Free Tibet”, “Save Tibet” and thanked 
India for the support and hospitality. 

Staff Meetings and Capacity Building 
Programmes 

    The Staff meetings and capacity building 
programs conducted once a month by the 
Cultural Academy for Peace are occasions to 
evaluate the work done and to appreciate 
success stories. It also provides an opportunity 
to rethink together when the adopted strategies 
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do not provide the desired or expected results. 
Thus the sharing of views, suggestions and 
concerns enable the staff to take positive steps 
towards success. They utilize opportunities to 
attend seminars and other programs to enhance 
the capabilities of the participants. 

society to be an important function in its stand 
against issues and challenges related to the 
same. 

    The organization thus offers training 
programs aimed at empowering both men and 
women to handle peace negotiations and to get 
involved in decision-making processes related 
to gender. Training on topics such as gender 
sensitization, peace education, conflict 
management and mediation, non-violence 
training, inter-personal relationship, effective 
communication skills, exploring ‘self’ for quality 
life and so on are organized periodically. We also 
share our expertise, on request, with Voluntary 
organizations, government depar tments, 
religious groups, universities and other public 
as well as private institutions. 

   The following table illustrates the details of 
all the training programmes facilitated by 
Cultural Academy during the reporting year: 

Staff meeting in progress 

CREATING AWARENESS THROUGH 
TRAINING PROGRAMMES 

    The Cultural Academy for Peace considers 
the generation of awareness about gender and 
its related facets among different sections of 
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NEW INITIATIVES 

Wheels for Women 

The first batch of the “Wheels for Women” 
training programme has completed their training. 
The trainees Sangeetha, Sinju and Jayapratibha 
have obtained the driving license. 

Impact of ‘Wheels for Women’ Training 
Programme 

Medical Aid 

    Poor health and poverty are inextricably 
linked. To provide financial assistance to the 
economically backward patients suffering from 
terminal diseases Cultural Academy for Peace 
has initiated the Medical Aid project in 
collaboration with financial support extended by 
Babu.C. George (BCG) Builders. And now this 
project is functioning effectively and so far we 
could extend our services to 5 terminally ill 
patients who have been selected after careful 
review based on certain criteria. 

Women Resources & Information Centre 

   The Centre aims at providing useful 
information on various services as well as 
schemes of the government and voluntary 
organizations meant for the welfare and 
development of the distressed and the needy. 
Many women, men and even students are 
unaware of the possibilities of receiving help 
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� Change in the patriarchal attitude of the 
society- acknowledging women’s ability 
to opt a career tag lined as a Man’s job. 

Acceptance and increased support for 
female auto rickshaw drivers 

More women are encouraged to become 
auto rickshaw drivers 

 More support from the public (women 
passengers) 

Better suppor t and encouragement 
received from the authorities 

� 

� 

� 

� 

   Sinju, Jayapratibha & Sangeetha are happy 
with their license in hand. Now they are eagerly 
looking forward to materialize their dream of 
possessing a vehicle. This programme is run in  
partnership with Ms. Kathleen Mulligan and 
Mr. David Studwell. 
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from different sources; hence they are in difficult 
circumstances. By approaching the Information 
Centre, they are provided access to such 
sources from our data base. We are also keen 
on supporting the efforts of college students and 
researchers who look for success stories in 
analysis and in-depth studies on women’s efforts 
in reconciliation and peace making. A well 
equipped library and documentation on women’s 
issues and gender sensitizing programmes, as 
well as documentation on the Cultural 

Academy’s activities are also available for such 
people. CDs, mainly those dealing with social 
issues, dowry, domestic violence and other 
concerns of women, which can be utilized by 
students or those who wish to disseminate 
knowledge are also kept handy. 

   The Cultural Academy for Peace also serves 
as a Referral Centre and gives guidance on 
legal matters, offers access to police services, 
legal services and other service organizations. 

A Special Day 

Computer from Wipro handed over by the District 
Collector Mr. Sheik Pareeth IAS 

District Collector with the residents of Shanthi Bhavan 

CULTURAL ACADEMY FORGING AHEAD 
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Our International Volunteers 

Ann Sofie Noryd -Sweden Frida Karlsson –Sweden 
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OUR REQUIREMENTS 

   To meet its growing demands as the Cultural 
Academy moves forward to fulfill its mission, the 
generous hands of people with goodwill are 
absolutely necessary. We wish that more people/ 
institutions would come forward to support us. 

We seek help for:- 

1) Sponsorship 

    “SAKHI”- the project for victims of domestic 
violence, attempted suicide, sexual abuse etc 
requires funds to sustain and effectively continue 
the protection and rehabilitation of such victims. 
Often funds run short in spite of the support of 
a few well-wishers and sponsors. We look 
forward to the partnership and association of 
like-minded individuals to aid us in this endeavor. 

   A mother and child can be sponsored by 
paying Rs.1500/ Euro.30/ $ 40, per month. 

Your contribution may be sent in favor of 

  “Cultural Academy for Peace”, Account No. 
43052200021413 with Syndicate Bank, Banerji 
Road Branch, Ernakulam. 

2) A Community Peace Centre 

   The new challenges of religious pluralism, 
multi-cultural global identity and the information 
explosion have led us to dream of such a Centre. 
It would become the venue for conducting 
training programs, exchange programs, 
Interfaith dialogue etc. It will also be a welcome 
venue for seekers to reflect and evaluate and it 
would be a great advantage if we could operate 
from our own premises, from where we can 
continue to help victims to stand on their own 
feet with confidence and courage. Shifting from 
location to location involves more expenses and 
insecurity. Such a bold dream calls for funds to 

acquire land and for the construction of a proper 
building. For building construction we will be able 
to generate resources through various 
Corporate Social Responsibility Schemes but 
such schemes have no provisions for 
purchasing land. 

   Hence land is our main constraint, without 
land we cannot apply for any building grants. 
We hope people would come forward with their 
support for us to realize this noble dream. 
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                                                ******** 
    The achieved is a road map to the progress envisaged. This fact prompts Cultural Academy to 
strive with renewed vigour and determination to seek new means and new strategies to realize its 
mission. The transformations in the socio-political landscape do not affect our involvement as we 
are determined to break down all obstacles that hinder the growth of a culture of peace and to 
build solidarity with all those who work for a more humane society for generations to come. 
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